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DOLPHIN CONNECTION

We miss you and look forward to the time we can all be back in
our building together!
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On the cold and rainy first Friday of April, in the parking lot of Lake Shore
Elementary School, several Feed My People volunteers that included some of
our Adult Safety Patrol (Thank you Sam Davey Patrollers, Susan and Rosie!)
and 7 Partnership Coordinators from our Elementary and Middle Schools,
came together to distribute to our students and families in need. We were able
to serve 249 households some of whose residents were so appreciative, there
were tears of gratitude. As PC’s we talked about the honor it was to serve our
community. #ECASDSERVES

GO OUTSIDE AND PLAY
Excerpt from article by Shahrzadi Warkerth, contributor to the Red Tricycle
Getting kids unglued from screens and playing outside isn’t always an easy task, but the benefits of spending
time outdoors are well worth the effort. One expert suggests kids should spend a minimum of three hours a
day running, playing, and just plain being a kid outside.
Angela Hanscom is a pediatric occupational therapist and author of the bestselling book Balanced and
Barefoot who recently started a therapeutic outdoor program for kids called TimberNook. In a recent
interview with the Huffington Post Hanscom said, “Movement through active free play, especially outside,
improves everything from creativity to academic success to emotional stability.” Hanscom says that, ideally,
kids should be playing outside for three hours each day, not including organized sports.
So how on earth can most families fit in that much outdoor time between school, homework, and other after
school activities? Hanscom says that school recess time should account for some of that time and believes
schools should lengthen recess. In the meanwhile, just squeeze in as much time as you can.
Hanscom does have a few suggestions on how to make the most of whatever outside time you can manage.
For example, she suggests leaving them to their own means of entertainment. “There’s so much value in kids
creating play schemes on their own. Kids who are always told how to play have trouble thinking outside the
box, and even answering freeform essay questions. Plus, true outdoor free play is like cross training, with the
climbing, spinning, going upside down, and the like that adults don’t encourage but that are so valuable for
their development”.
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COMMUNITY FOOD INFORMATION
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News from the Community Table
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